H. J. REITER
This note is an addition to an earlier paper [5] where all theorems and mathematical terms used here without further reference will be found. If J is a closed ideal in LliG) consisting of all functions whose Fourier transforms vanish on a closed subgroup G'CZG, then the quotient-algebra L'(G)/i is algebraically isomorphic and isometric with L1iG'), where G' is the dual group of G' (cf. Theorem 1.3). It is the purpose of the present note to consider another class of closed ideals in Ll for which it is similarly possible to determine explicitly the structure of the quotient-algebra Ll/I, namely those ideals / which have a denumerable co-spectrum Zi consisting of independent elements (i.e. if x, y, ■ ■ ■ , z are distinct elements of Z¡, then no relation x'y' ■ ■ ■ zk = e subsists unless all the integers i,j, ■ ■ ■ , k are zero). This case is the opposite extreme, in comparison with the previous one. The discussion is based on Carleman's little book [3, p. 79] .
Lemma. If the co-spectrum Zi of the closed ideal IC.L1 is denumerable and if the elements of Zi are independent, then any <j>_L7 is of the form and let Iß be the closed ideal of all functions /£Ll such that /*<¡>| = 0; denote by Zß its co-spectrum. We have Zß(ZZ°I = Zr. Suppose now that ZßQZJ for all et, 0^a<ß.
If ß is a limiting number, we have Z/ = noga<0 Z" and thus Z^CZ?. Otherwise consider the set Z9fl -Z\. If this set has any points at all in common with Zß, they are isolated points of Zß. Suppose x0 is such a point; then, by Theorem 2.1, for small S, ) is then immediately established, as before. Since <¡>(x) -22x ax(x, x) (x£Zi) is orthogonal to an ideal whose co-spectrum is in Zr and cannot have isolated points, it follows that this difference vanishes almost everywhere. (3) In part II of [5 ] the notation should be changed so as to avoid an appeal to countability. The existence of the limit of the first term is part (i) of the hypothesis of the induction; the existence of the limit of the second term may be shown by means of the absolute convergence of the series.
(4) It should be observed, though, that we must now take the limit, as 5->{e}, in equation (*)• If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, denote by C(X) the Banach algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions c(x) on X which "vanish at infinity," with norm ||c(x)|| =max,gx \c(x)\ and the usual (point-wise) multiplication.
We shall be concerned here with the case where X = Zj, with the topology induced by that of G.
We are now ready to prove the following: If the co-spectrum Zj of the closed ideal IC.L1 is denumerable and the elements of Zi are independent, then the quotient-algebra Ll/I is algebraically isomorphic and isometric with the Banach algebra C(Zi) defined above.
Define a homomorphic mapping of Ll into C(Zr) by making correspond to each /£L1 the function f(x), xÇlZi. The kernel of this homomorphism consists of all those functions in L1 whose Fourier transforms vanish on Z/; it coincides with I (this follows from Theorem 2.2 (cf. also Theorem 2 in [4] ), or directly from the lemma proved above).
By the "distance theorem" we have for any /£L' which is not in I dist {/,/} = 1/min Util.
where <|> ranges over all functions satisfying f f(x)V(x)dx -Tl, $ ±1. Thus dist {/, /j=maxIg2, |/(x)|. Hence the quotient-algebra Ll/I is isomorphic and isometric with the image of L1 in C(ZY) under the homomorphism defined above. To prove that this image is C(Zj) itself it suffices to show that it is a dense subset of C(Zi) ; this will imply the desired result since L1// is a complete space and the isomorphism is isometric (cf. the end of the proof of Theorem 1.3).
The fact that the Fourier transforms/(x), x£Z/, are dense in C(Zi) follows from theorems proved by M. H. Stone (cf. [6, Theorem 5, Corollary 2, and Theorem 12, Corollary 1, and the remark at the end of §6]) (6) . This completes the proof.
As a consequence of the result just proved, we have: if Z is any closed denumerable subset of G consisting of independent elements, and if c(x) is any complex-valued function defined and continuous on Z and "vanishing at infinity" in case Z is not compact, then there is a function fQ.L1(G) such that the Fourier transform f(x) coincides with c(x) for all x in Z.
